
Artist:Â Tomoo GokitaVenue:Â Taka Ishii, TokyoExhibition Title:Â MOODate: August 28 â€“ September 26, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Taka Ishii, Tokyo. Photos by Kenji Takahashi.Press Release:Taka Ishii Gallery is pleased to present MOO, an exhibition of works by Tomoo Gokita from Aug 28 to Sep 26. This exhibition
marks Gokitaâ€™s fifth solo presentation with Taka Ishii Gallery since his previous showing three years ago, and features, for the first time in Japan, new color paintings exclusively.Since the 2000 publication of his first
book Lingerie Wrestling, Tomoo Gokita has won many fans with his acclaimed drawings and black and white gouache paintings. Gokita has also exhibited his works abroad to strong accolade. His style and technique
continue to evolve as he perennially pushes his practice in new directions. Although he is best known for his black and white works, he has in fact employed a rich array of visual vocabulary to produce a variety of pieces
including series of blue paintings, stenciled works, collages, and sculptures. From the start of 2020, Gokita has been making color paintings; his solo exhibition held in Italy in March consisted exclusively of color
works.The exhibition MOO will feature Gokitaâ€™s latest works made in color on canvas with acrylics and pastels.In the past, Gokitaâ€™s works were inspired by old foreign magazines, photographs, and other printed
matter. The latest works featured in this exhibition have no reference. Their imagery is based instead on crossings between the artistâ€™s experience and memory and forms created by chance. In these new pieces,
Gokita uses a soft tone and unique palette to address a variety of subjects. The paintings combine seemingly effortless expression and rich textures to suggest an evolutionary step in the artistâ€™s oeuvre. The fruitful
transformations that Gokita gracefully achieves by altering material and process also highlight the unwavering essence of his practice. We sincerely hope that you will take this opportunity to view Gokitaâ€™s very
impressive latest series of works.A catalogue will be published in conjunction with the exhibition.Born in 1969 in Tokyo. In the late 1990s, Gokita received acclaim for drawings made with charcoal and ink on paper. His
first book Lingerie Wrestling was published in 2000. Starting with a show in New York in 2006, Gokita has exhibited his works in solo exhibitions internationally. In 2012, his work was included in The Unseen Relationship:
Form and Abstractionâ€• held at Kawamura Memorial DIC Museum of Art. In 2014, his solo exhibition THE GREAT CIRCUS was held at the same. In April 2018, his solo exhibition PEEKABOO was held at Tokyo Opera
City Art Gallery. His books and exhibition catalogues include Shuffle TetsudÅ• ShÅ•ka [shuffle railroad songs] (Tokyo: Tennen Bunko, 2010); 777 (Tokyo: 888 Books, 2015); Holy Cow (Tokyo: Taka Ishii Gallery, 2017);
and PEEKABOO (Tokyo: Tokyo Opera City Cultural Foundation, 2018). He is currently based in Tokyo.Link: Tomoo Gokita at Taka IshiiThe post Tomoo Gokita at Taka Ishii first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artists: Alex Bag, Jason YatesVenue:Â von ammon co, Washington DCExhibition Title:Â I&#8217;m Sorry You All Ended up HereDate: August 26 â€“ September 26, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Videos:Alex Bag and Jason Yates,Â Untitled (I&#8217;m Sorry You All Ended up Here) 8/20, 2020 digital video 17:00 loop (excerpt)Alex Bag and Jason
Yates, Untitled (I&#8217;m Sorry You All Ended up Here) 8/20, 2020 digital video 17:00 loop (excerpt)Alex Bag, Untitled, 2020, digital video 41:38 loop (excerpt)Images courtesy of von ammon co, Washington DCPress
Release:I always feel surprised when I learn that someone is frightened of dolls. It could just be that I myself am so fond of them, but it seems sort of silly to imagine that a Madame Alexander ice skater could ever strike
the chords of terror with any accuracy. The technical term for this particular anxiety is pediophobia, which stems etymologically from the Greek paidion and translates literally to the phrase â€œdread of little children.â€• It
is maybe helpful to think of dolls as little little children, extra small imitations of life that simulate the general contours of the human body, but cannot help but reveal the radical totality of their emptiness (ie: deadness). It is
this mortal void, I suppose, that imbues the little little child with the power to spook, and perhaps the pediophobeâ€™s fear stems not from scaled down limbs or the unheimlich blush of a porcelain cheek, but rather from a
suspicion that the static figure is afforded a lifetime of opportunities to consolidate its resentment.People are afraid of clown dolls, they are afraid of whispering Raggedy Anns and Andys, they recoil from the pouting
silicone toddlers who stare dully into the middle distance with murder on their minds. Though a wild-eyed Annabelle or the clickety-clacking jaw of an unmanned dummy might strike fear in the heart of the pediophobe,
they pale in comparison to what I will suggest with great confidence is the scariest doll story in the history of America. This story comes to us not from a horror movie or the antique notebooks of a dubious paranormal
investigator, but rather courtesy of a middle-aged x-ray technician who had a taste for arts and crafts and a profound misunderstanding of the word â€œdeceased.â€•It was in a Key West medical clinic in the spring of
1930 that radiologist Carl Tanzler first encountered Maria â€œElenaâ€• Milagro de Hoyos, a beautiful but gravely ill young Cuban woman who had lost most of her immediate family to a particularly virulent strain of
tuberculosis. Convinced that she was the physical manifestation of a vision heâ€™d once had of his soul-mate, Tanzler immediately dedicated himself to curing her with an aggressive course of x-ray treatments.
Elenaâ€™s death in 1931 came as a terrible shock to Tanzler, who suddenly found himself exiled from this unrequited fantasy, cast out of his imaginary Eden by the swinging scythe of the reaper.Though Elenaâ€™s
family likely found the intensity of Tanzlerâ€™s grief inappropriate, they agreed to allow him to pay for her funeral and accepted when he offered to build a mausoleum so that there might be a permanent site at which to
remember her short life. While the careful observer may have noticed that Carl frequently visited Elenaâ€™s grave, it took nearly a decade for anyone to realize that he had actually emptied it. In 1933, Tanzler staged a
late-night disinterment. He used a small wagon to transport the body to his house, where he set himself to reconstructing what was left of Elena so that the body might more closely resemble the person it had once been.
Tanzler painstakingly reconnected disarticulated bones with piano wire, he stuffed her chest cavity with perfumed rags, he set a pair of glass eyes into skin made of plaster and waxed silk. Once satisfied with his
handiwork, Tanzler lived quite happily with this bizarre approximation of life for nearly a decade, sleeping and dancing with the body until his indiscretions eventually resulted in his arrest.Link: Alex Bag, Jason Yates at von
ammon coThe post Alex Bag, Jason Yates at von ammon co first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Richard AldrichVenue:Â Gladstone Gallery, BrusselsDate: September 3 â€“ October 3, 2020Click here to
view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and Gladstone Gallery, Brussels and New YorkPress Release:Gladstone Gallery is pleased to
announce an exhibition by Richard Aldrich. The artist, known for his elusive, expansive, and multidisciplinary practice, shows a series of paintings and sculptures. For this presentation, Aldrich includes a grouping of new
and older works alongside one another, a common practice for the artist, to provide important conceptual counterpoints to the collected artworks on view. This holistic and non-linear assemblage of objects charts
Aldrichâ€™s artistic progression over time, and demonstrates his inventive approach to the mediums he employs as well as the careful attention he pays to each installation of his work. Using images, symbols, language,
painting, and music to evoke a variety of reference points and experiences, Aldrich proposes a series of complex and intertwined relationships through the ineffable visual language he has developed over the last two
decades.Primarily working between the mediums of painting, sculpture, installation, and drawing, Aldrichâ€™s practice defies categorization by a particular method of execution. The seemingly impulsive, abstracted forms
that appear throughout his works often contradict the complexity of their origins, and reference motifs from his own practice in both direct and indirect ways. His installations of new and existing works transform disparate
elements from separate units of matter into a single, larger entity that constitutes an investigation into the objecthood of the materials he selects. Often referencing a myriad of concepts and visual language from art history
and popular culture, Aldrichâ€™s inventive paintings, drawings, and sculptures are tied together by his incisive approach to visualizing immaterial concepts such as time and memory. Teetering between abstract and
representational, conceptual and material, and macro and micro, Aldrich presents an interconnected network of systems with each exhibition, and the works in this presentation continue this tradition while inviting new
techniques, subjects, and scales to permeate his practice.Richard Aldrich was born in 1975 in Hampton, VA, and currently lives and works in New York. Solo exhibitions of Aldrichâ€™s work have taken place at such
institutions as Museum DhontDhaenens, Deurle, Belgium (2017); the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, USA (2011); and the Contemporary Art Museum, St. Louis, USA (2011). His work has been
included in group exhibitions at museums including The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Centro Galego de Arte ContemporÃ¡nea, Santiago de Compostela, Spain; and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.
His work is in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art; the Whitney Museum; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; The Whitworth Art Gallery, University of Manchester; The National Museum of Art, Osaka,
Japan; The Dallas Museum of Art; and the Smithsonian.Additional texts by the artist can be found in the viewing room here.Link: Richard Aldrich at Gladstone GalleryThe post Richard Aldrich at Gladstone Gallery first
appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Autumn RamseyVenue:Â CrÃ¨vecoeur, ParisExhibition Title:Â Autumn Ramsey 2Date: September 4 â€“ October 10, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images,
press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of CrÃ¨vecoeur, Paris. Photos by Tom Van Eynde.Press Release:Autumn Ramseyâ€™s practice addresses the construction of social identity and
difference â€“ specifically the cultural inclination to often look at the surface of things without consideration for what lies beyond that which is immediately seen. Her work plays with logic in ways that supports
communicative language while also deeply subverting it. In both scenarios, she asks viewers to follow seemingly innocuous, even ridiculous signs into a realm of circumstances that challenge common beliefs and examine
bias. In the process, she reveals the deeper character of her practice.Ramseyâ€™s work has consistently addressed cultural and psychological issues in a personal language that is often framed by art historical and
mythological analogies. This exhibition continues that query and may be seen as addressing both an attentiveness to the temporal body and the illusion and allure of control.For example, Garden, 2019, addresses
lifeâ€™s metaphor as an abundance of natural beauty and diversity, a complex system of interconnected elements and perceptions that is by its nature unwieldy and beyond control. The unmarked but discernable
serpentine form in the center of the painting suggests a physical manifestation or break with this whole but Ramsey leaves the identification of that form or forms open to interpretation by the viewer.In other paintings,
Ramsey focuses more specifically on a multiplicity of identities, perspectives and relationships. From the conceit of â€œself-portraitsâ€• like The Front, 2018, and Front Also, 2019, to the patterns for cultural marking of
identity with an indelible design as depicted in Floral Flash, 2019, to the sympathetic and introspective The Nature of Animals, and its seeming counterpart The Nature of Animals II, both 2019, the combination of works
offers an emotional and often fantastical refection on identity and the
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